
CHASE HIGH SCHOOL QUALITY OF EDUCATION POLICY 
 
 

Intent 

At Chase High, our vision is fully prepare every pupil to live highly successful adult lives. The 

curriculum, defined as all experiences planned for our students including the taught and 

extra-curricular offers, is at the heart of this vision. Through the implementation of our 

curriculum, we seek to: 

- Provide the core knowledge, skills, attributes and aspirations necessary to instill 
a love of lifelong learning and the pursuit of academic excellence; 

- Deliver a challenging and enriching curriculum that ensures outstanding outcomes 
across a breath of experiences; 

- Build the strength and depth of character that combines a strong moral purpose 
with excellent social skills; 

- Ensuring our pupils become adults that can go on to make a real difference 
locally, nationally and globally. 

 
The Chase High Curriculum ensures learners have a carefully mapped journey from the end 

of Key Stage 2 to the end of Key Stage 5. 

To this end, we will provide a curriculum, which is: 

o broad and balanced 
o challenging and ambitious 
o knowledge rich 

o consciously sequenced and systematically planned to build knowledge 

o developing memory and learning power incorporating interleaving 
o differentiated appropriately for individuals 
o building an understanding of British values 

This curriculum has the following three principles at its foundation: 

1. Fully prepare every pupil to live highly successful adult lives by: 

 

o developing a body of core knowledge and key skills 
o achieving the best qualifications and outcomes possible 
o equipping them with the skills and attributes for lifelong learning (LORIC: 

Leadership, Organisation, Resilience, Initiative and Communication) 

o building cultural capital and character 
o ensuring they know how to make choices and have real choice in their lives 
o imparting a love of learning 
o instilling literacy – ensuring students are literate, numerate and both 

financially and computer literate 
o enabling them to positively contribute to society 

2. Broad and balanced with systematic progression: 
 
Students will benefit from a broad curriculum both within and outside the classroom 
incorporating a wide range of artistic, technical and academic subjects and experiences. 
This will take account of local context, student interests and gaps in student knowledge, 
experiences and cultural capital. 



Students will be equipped to progress to Sixth form, University and beyond with careers 
education and aspirational activities fully integrated in the curriculum. There will be a logical 
progression within each subject area to prepare them fully for the next stage in their 
learning; the curriculum will be personalised, as needed, to a student’s needs, skills and 
aspirations. 

 
 

3. High expectations and high standards of achievement: 

 
We believe that, irrespective of their starting point or their personal circumstances, every 
learner has the potential to achieve success. Our curriculum provides the range of 
experiences, support and intervention necessary to ensure students meet and exceed 
national expectations and develop their cultural capital and learner attributes. Students will 
successfully study a strong academic core including a Humanities subject for most students 
and a modern foreign language (MFL) for many, whilst still benefiting from a breadth of 
curriculum through the arts and technical subjects. We provide students with outstanding 
advice and experiences related to careers, further study and employability and develop 
transferrable skills such as Leadership, Organisation, Resilience, Initiative and 
Communication (LORIC). 

 

4. Curriculum Design 
 

a) Key Stage 3: Years 7 – 9 

The School provides a broad and balanced curriculum for as long as possible that, overall, 

complies with the National Curriculum. We deliver the key stage three curriculum for three 

years; this includes Art, Citizenship, Computer Science, Drama, Design Technology 

(including Food Technology), English, French, Geography, History, Mathematics, Music, 

Physical Education, Religious Education and Science. 

Classroom based subjects are taught in ability based sets, to ensure students are stretched 

and challenged appropriately and top sets stretched even further so that they are equipped 

to attain top grades at Key stage four and beyond. 

Students benefit from a range of extra-curricular opportunities and out of hours learning 

which further develop cultural capital and complement in-class learning to form a full 

curriculum offer. These include a range of weekly clubs, residential experiences, theatre 

visits, performing arts productions, and a range of sporting activities. In addition, we plan 

regular drop down days, which provide an opportunity for students to develop LORIC 

skills and prepare students for their adult lives, including future employment. 

b) Key Stage 4: Years 10 and 11 

All students follow a core curriculum that consists of English Language and English 

Literature, Mathematics, Combined Science and Core Physical Education. As part of the 

EBacc curriculum, all students will study either History or Geography (but may choose 

both) and, where appropriate, will study a Modern Foreign Language (French, German, 

Russian or Polish). Other option choices include Art, Business, Computer Science, Drama, 

Food Preparation and Nutrition, Games Development, Health and Social Care, Media 

Studies, Music, Photography, Physical Education, Religious Education and Resistant 

Materials (D.T.) and Sociology. 

Key stage four students continue to benefit from the full curriculum including opportunities to 

develop LORIC attributes, build cultural capital and receive excellent education and advice 

related to SMSC and careers. 

 


